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The stability of the n=l internal kink mode in a tokamak is 
numerically analyzed for plasmas with a centrally peaked pressure 
profile. These studies are carried out with the strongly peaked 
pressure inside the q=l surface, which is based on the experimentally 
observed plasmas by means of injections of hydrogen-ice pellets in 
JT-60 tokamak. The effects of peaked pressure and shaping, i.e., 
elongation and triangularity, are aiso studied for JT-60U tokamak. 
The plasma with the strongly peaked pressure profile has higher 
critical value of poloidal beta defined within the q=l surface than 
that with a parabolic pressure profile. Though the beta limit reduces 
with the increase of the elongation, the plasma with the peaked 
pressure profile has larger improvement due to the triangularity than 
that with the parabolic pressure profile. To access the second 
stability of the n=l internal kink mode, the plasma with a flat 
pressure profile and the large minor radius of the q=l surface is 
effective. 
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JT-60/JT-60Uベレット入射プラズ7 における n=l内部

キンク安定性lこ対する圧力分布とプラズ7形状の効果

日本原子力研究所JJfl珂研究所臨界プラズ7研究部

小関隆久・安積正史

(1990年 9月6日受恕)

中心ピークした}f力分布を持つプラズ7 のn=1内部キンクモードの安定性を数値的に解析し

た。本研究では， J T-60トカマクにおける水素ベレット入射実験で観泌された q= 1面内で

強くピークした圧力分布を)1]~ 、て解析を行った。また， ピークした圧土j分布とプラズ7 形状(す

なわち，椅円度と三角度)の効果についても， ]T-60 Uトカ 7 クのために検討した。圧力が強

くピークしたプラズ7 は，パラポリックな圧力分布を持つプラス:7より， q = 1 i函内で定義され

るボロイダルベータの限界値が21iい。続ドl!支の増加によって乙のポロイダ Jレベータ限界値が下が

るが， ピークした圧力分布を持つプラズ7 においては，三角度を付ける事によって大きな改善が

得られる。 -}j， n=l内部キンクの第 2安定領域へアクセスするには，むしろ平但な圧力分布

で q= 1面が大きいプラズマの方が効果的である事が示された。

!slInJ研究所:〒311--01 次減IJilmlll~jnIlH\JnJ lUf 大~r:lííIII1801-.1
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Injections of Hydrogen-ice pellets are one of the attractive methods 
to enhance the fusion gain in a tokamak by making the centrally peaked 
pressure profile [1]. In pellet injection experiments of JT-60 [2], the con
finement inside of the q=l surface ( q is the safety factor ) was improved 
and the plasma pressure increased sharply in this region. The global en
ergy confinement was enhanced up to 40% relative to usual gas fuelled 
discharges with neutral beam heating and the central value of the plasma 
pressure reached to 2 atoms at maximum, which was limited by the oc
currence of the rapid m=l activities. Theoretical analysis of ideal MHD 
stability has shown that the local pressure gradient in these discharges 
reached to the marginal value evaluated from the infinite-n ballooning sta
bility, however the experimentally obtained total pressure was still lower 
than the optimized ballooning limit[3]. Instead of that, the results of the 
analysis of the kink instability showed that the beta limit of the n=l 
internal kink mode had a good correlation with the attained maximum 
value of plasma pressure and with the occurrence of rapid m=l activities 
[3]. Hence, the investigation of the property of the n=l internal kink 
stability for the plasma with the peaked pressure profile is important to 
obtain the enhanced central values. In this paper, to analyze the stability, 
we use the equilibria observed in JT-60 as a example of the plasma with 
peaked pressure profile. Of particular interest are the effects of pressure 
profile shape and the plasma cross section on the stability boundary of 
n=l internal mode for JT-60U tokamak [4]. 

The n=l internal kink stability has been extensively studied by nu
merous authors. The stability condition of internal kink mode in a low 
beta tokamak with finite shear and circular cross section was first derived 
analytically by Bussac et al.[5] and this result was numerically confirmed 
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by means of ERATO code [6]. The reduction of the stability boundary 
for the low shear plasma and the onset of interchange-like instability was 
discovered by Nave and Wesson [7]. At high beta, the existence of a sec
ond stable region was numerically demonstrated by Tokuda et al.[8] and 
also analytically studied by Crew and Ramos [9]. The extensive numer
ical study of internal kink stability was carried out by Manickam in the 
wide range of parameters, such as aspect ratio, plasma shape, current 
profile, and pressure profile [10]. However, pressure profiles studied in 
these papers are assumed to have the rather smooth functional form. On 
the other hand, pressure profiles observed in pellet injection experiments 
in JT-60 show the highly peaked profile of plasma pressure only inside 
of the q = l surface. Recent transport study shows that the suppression 
of the sawtooth oscillations and the good particle confinement inside of 
the q = l surface are responsible to this type of pressure profile [11]. In a 
cylindrical plasma, only the pressure gradient inside of the q = l surface 
contributes to the internal kink stability [12] and we can not expect the 
difference of stability criteria due to the pressure profile outside of the 
q = l surface. In a toroidal system, however, the mode coupling effect 
takes the pressure gradient outside of the q = l surface into the stability 
criterion and the centrally peaked pressure profile may have the different 
stability criterion from the conventional functional form of plasma pres
sure profile. Moreover, the usual analysis of MHD stability employs the 
so-called a - scaling [13] for studying the safety factor dependence of the 
stability criterion. Tokamak experiments have shown that the position 
of the q = l surface is inversely proportional to the safety factor at the 
plasma surface in the wide operation range, except in the current drive 
modes. Then we should keep this constraint of safety factor profile in 
mind, when we study the dependence of the stability boundary on the 
safety factor at the plasma axis. 

- 2 -
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In this paper, we numerically investigate the stability of the n=l in
ternal kink mode for the centrally peaked pressure profile in the wide 
range of parameters and reveal the effects of plasma profile and plasma 
shape. This paper is organized as follows; in the next section, numerical 
procedures of this study are explained and results of the effects of the 
pressure profile and the plasma shape are presented in section 3. In sec
tion 4, the access to the second stability regime of the n=l internal kink 
mode is discussed. Section 5 is devoted to discussions and conclusions. 

- 3 -
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2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE 

Key parameters to study the n=l internal kink stability are the pres
sure profile and the current profile. Usually, the rather smooth functional 
form, like the squared parabolic profile, is employed as the pressure profile 
for the stability calculation. On the other hand, the pressure profiles ob
tained in pellet injection experiments in JT-60 have the different shapes; 
that is, the pressure increases only inside of the q=l surface and the pres
sure gradient largely changes across this surface. This type of pressure 
profile can be well expressed in the following form; 

p(l?) = I ? ^ l l " ^ + ' c ' e x p { _ ( l ) , ' } ] (1) 

where $ is the poloidal flux function normalized such that j> = 0 at the 
magnetic axis and j> = 1 at the plasma surface. The subscript of 0 denotes 
the value of the magnetic axis. The last term in the bracket corresponds 
to the peaked part of the pressure profile and « denotes the peaking 
factor. The parameter v denotes the broadness of the peaked part and 
the parameter s is chosen such that the steepest gradient of pressure is 
located just inside of the q=l surface. In the following, we use v = 4.0 
as the standard case because it well reflects the experimentally observed 
pressure gradient. For the comparison with this centrally peaked pressure 
profile, the squared parabolic pressure profile 

P{i>) = pa(i-i? (2) 

is also employed in the following calculations. 

The surface averaged parallel current density is assumed to have the 
following profile; 

< hB>= r ^{ (w o l )* 2 +*} . (3) 
In many tokamak experiments [14,15], it was found that the position of 
the q=l surface, n, scales as n = a/?., where a is the plasma minor radius 

~ /[ -
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and 9. is the safety factor at the plasma surface, and this relation holds in 
the pellet injection experiments [2]. On the other hand, the q value at the 
plasma center, ?0, is not well measured. Thus, we carry out the scanning 
of to with fixed surface q value and fixed radius of the q=l surface. The 
current profile parameters, i.e., <n, at and <r, are adjusted from the q=l 
surface ( rt = a/q. ) for given total plasma current and «0. Figure 1 shows 
the typical pressure profile and q-profile for several surface q-value. 

The MHD equilibria with toroidal symmetry and up-down symme
try against the z = o plane are obtained by solving the following Grad-
Shafranov equation iteratively in the cylindrical co-ordinates (R,Z,*p) for 
prescribed current and pressure profiles. 

_ dP l dF 

where v is the poloidal flux function, J„ is a toroidal current density and /i0 

is permeability of vacuum. Since the internal kink mode is a weak insta
bility, the accuracy requirements of the equilibrium and stability analysis 
are quite stringent. To ensure that these requirements are adequately 
met, we solve the equilibrium equation in the fine rectangular grid with 
JV S=512 in the R-diraction and N2=256 in the Z-direction so that the ratio 
of the grid size to the average minor radius of the plasma is about s x icr3. 
The convergence criterion for the iteration of equilibrium calculation has 
been < < io-*, where « is the maximum amplitude of the relative change 
between iterations. The two free functions, the dP/df and the toroidal 
field function Fw>), are specified by the pressure profile and the surface 
averaged parallel current </, > (=< J%B>/<B>), respectively. 

The stability of the n=l internal kick mode is studied with the ideal 
linear stability code ERATO-J [16,17], which solves the linearized ideal 
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pl槌 macenter， 90， is no古wellme翻.u-ed.世田， wecarry OU古the館組ning

of 10 with fuc:ed surface q v叫ue叩.dfixed radius of the q 1 surf舵 e.τ'he

curre凶 profilep町 田nete四， i.e.， 01， 02 and (1'， are叫酬が fromthe q 1 

surface ( "1 :::哨.) for given total p:加 macurrent姐 d伽 Figure1蜘，ws

the typical pr開 sureprofi1e祖 dq-profi1e for sevl町 'alsurface q-value. 

The MHD equilibria with toroidal symmetry組 dup-down sym皿 令

try against the Z ::: 0 pl阻 eare ob凶 nedby solving the following Grad-

Shafr組 ovequation iteratively in出.ecylin制 cal(~かO吋inat鴎 (R， Z， tp) for 

prescribedα町 e国組.dpressure profiles. 

θ18ψ l)2ψ 
RàR(i8R)+~= μoRJ駒

dP 1 _dF 
Jω :::-R，一一ーー一-:::F-.-.• ." .-d，ψμoR・4ψ'

(4) 

(5) 

where ψis the poloidal fl協釦且ction，J.， is a toroidal Ctl.ne凶 density阻む。

is p.ermeぬilityof vacuum. Since the intemai組出血吋eis a weak凶 ta.・

bility， the accuracy requirements of也eequilibri~un組dstab:出申組alysis

are quite stringent. To ensure that也，eserequirements are adequately 

met， we solve the equilibriu皿 equationin也.efine rectangular grid wi古h

Na=512 in the R.-direction組 dNz=256担 theZ-direction so古hatthe ratio 

of the grid size to the average minor radius of出，epl掴 a.ais abo凶 5x10-3 • 

The convergence c出 erionfor也eiteration of equilibrium calcu1.1ltion has 

been t < 10-e， where E is the maximum amplitude of the rel前ivechange 

between iterations. The two free functions， the dPI柑阻dthe toroidal 

field fu且.ctionF(ψ)，町especmed by the pr，鰯ureprofi1e姐 d也e四品m

a.veraged parallel current <品>(=<品.S>I<B>)，r，吻側ivel匹

The sta.bility of也，en=l intemal kink mode is 剖udiedwi出世heideal 

linear stab蜘 codeERATO-J [16，17}， which田畑山，elinearized ideal 

Fhu 
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MHD equations in variational form using a finite hybrid element ap
proach. This two-dimentional code computes the ideal MHD spectrum 
by minimizing the potential energy in the flux co-ordinate ( P,X), where 
p = yfi> and the poloidal angle x is selected so that the magnetic field lines 
are straight. 

The equilibria are mapped into a fine mesh with N, up to 270 in the 

P direction and NX of 90 in the x direction for analysis with the ERATO 
stability code, because a higher accuracy is required in the radial direc
tion to examine the internal kink mode with the peaked pressure. The 
good offset linear dependence of the squared growth rate, T3, against the 
equared radial grid mesh, tf2, is confirmed for every case by using the 
radial mesh number of 90 to 270 with equal spacing. Here the 7 is the 
growth rate normalized by the Alfven velocity vA and the major radius RB 
( 7» = 73/(«u/.Ro)a ). The NX is fixed 90 because this poloidal mesh number 
is enough to calculate low n mode. We have taken the value of the 7* ( 
on N, — 00 ) of 5 x io_* as the stability limit. 
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The equilibria are mapped into a :6.ne m偲 hwi地叫 upto 270担 the

p direction and N" of 90恒也，ex direction for ana1戸iswi也 也eERATO 

stability code， because a higher accuracy is req叫redin也，er“ia1品rec-

tion to examine也e凶 ernalkink mode wi也也，epeaked pre踊ure.τ'he

good offset linear dependence of也.esqua.red growth rate，ヂ， agains古the

f'quared radiaI grid m四 :h，N: t is confirm.ed for every c掴 eby using也e

radial皿eshnumber of叩 to270 with equal叩制ng.H町 e古he守is色he

growth rate normalized by也.eA1fven velocity世A姐.dthe major radius Ro 

(ヂ=ザ1(IJAIRo)~ ). The 叫 istixed鈎 becausethis poloidal m'開 hnumber 

is enough to calculate low n mode. We have地 enihe v山 eof色heヂ(

on N戸∞)of 5x 10-1踊 the蜘 b出世ylimiι
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3. PRESSURE PROFILE AND PLASMA SHAPING EFFECTS 

We study the effect of the peaked pressure profile on the n = l internal 
kink mode stability in comparison with that of the squared parabolic pro
file. In the present paper, we use the experimentally observed parameter 
in JT-60 as a base equilibrium with circular configurations with R = 3.05m, 
a = o.9m, Br = 4.8T, 1.&MA <lp< 3.1MA (BT is the toroidal field, l9 is the plasma 
current). Effect of shaping is studied by changing elongation and trian
gularity from this base equilibrium up to non-circular configuration with 
* - is and 6 = 0.25. Since the purpose of this paper is to investigate the 
nature of the n = l internal kink mode, we use the fixed boundary plasma. 

First, we investigate the stability boundary for the peaked pressure 

profile plasmas, against the central q value. Thus, the q-profile is scanned 

by changing the «0 with the fixed q= l surface and fixed surface q, as 

shown in Fig. 2. The circular cross section is used to isolate the influence 

of geometry. Figure 3 shows the limited value of fa as a function of the 

q0 for both the centrally peaked and squared parabolic pressure profile 

plasmas. Here, we use the poloidal beta defined within the q = l surface, 

fa, which has been introduced by Bussac [5] 

where n is the minor radius of the q= l surface. The stability boundary 
of the centrally peaked pressure profile is higher than that of the squared 
parabolic profile. The fa limit does not change so much as the j 0 decreases 
and no improvement is obtained on the contrary to the previous results 
by the g-scaling [13]. We also observe that, when qo approaches to unity, 
the stability boundary of fa steeply decreases because the eigenfunction 
becomes interchange-like as pointed out by Nave and Wesson [7]. 

In the finite beta plasma, the destabilizing terms consist of pressure 
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3. PRESSURE PROFILE AND PLASMA SHAPING EFFECTS 

We study the effect of the peaked pr，田sureprofile on the n=l国.temal

kink mode stah出ty泊 comp紅'Isonwith也atof the squared parabolic pro-

file. In the present paper， we use the experimentally observed para皿.eter

in JT-60槌 abase equilibriu皿 withcircular cOnhgurations with R = 3.05m， 

a = O.9m，島=4.8T， 1.5M A討さ 3.1MA(島 isthe toroidal field，ゐ isthe plasma 

cur:阿国).Effect of shaping is studied by changing elongation姐 d凶組-

gularity from this base equilibriu皿 upto non-circular configuration with 

k ，." 1.8 and (j = 0.25. Since出epurpose of this paper is色oinvestigate the 

nature of the n=l internal kink made， we use the fixed boundary plasma. 

First， we investigate the stability boundary for the peaked pr四 sure

pro臼.eplas皿 as，against the central q va1ue.τ'hus，古heq-profile is scanned 

by changing the qo with the fi.xed q=l surf配 e担 dfi.xed surface q，笛

shown in Fig. 2. The circular cross section 1.s used to isolate the influence 

ofgeo皿 etry.Figu~e 3 shoWE> the li皿itedvalue of sP1槌 afunction of the 

qo for both the centrally peaked and squared parabo1ic pressure pro血e

pl出血as.Here， we use the poloidal bcta defined within the q=l創立色.ce，

sP1， which has been introduced by Bussac [5] 

“自，，，. l' .2， dP 
=二三~，) ，. (ー)(-d~)d1'， 

B;(1't)ん1'1
(d) 

where 1'1 is the minor radius of也eq=l surface. The stab出tybounl由ry

of the centrally peaked pressure profile is higher th組出atof the squared 

p町 'abolicprofile. The sP1 1i皿itdoes not change so much as the qo de口eases

and no improvement is obtained on the contrary to the previous r回叫ts

by出etr-scaling [13]. We also observe that， when qo approaChes to叫 ty，

the stability boundary of sP1 steeply decre掴 esbecause也eeige凶mction

becomes interchange-like国 pointedout by Nave and Wesson閃.

h七hefi副主ebeta pl槌皿a，七hede抗ah出zingterms consi剖 ofprl田創立e
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driven and current driven components. These terms depend on the pres
sure and current profiles. Figure 4 shows contributions of the pressure 
driven term, WBALL, and the current driven term, WKJNK, of the energy in
tegral against the radial direction for both centrally peaked and squared 
parabolic pressure profiles with the same q-profile ( «0 = 0.9 and q, = 3.5 ) 
and the same fa ( « 0.62 ). The contribution of the current driven term on 
each pressure profile plasmas exhibits the same distribution because of 
the same q-profile ( Fig. 4.e,f ). In the plasma with the centrally peaked 
pressure profile, the contribution of the pressure driven term is concen
trated within the q= l surface ( Fig. 4.c ) and the sharp step-function like 
behaviour of z, is evident ( Fig. 4.a ). La the parabolic pressure profile, 
the contribution of the pressure driven term is distributed inside and out
side the q = l surface ( Fig. 4.d ) and the amplitude of the eigenfunction 
outside the q = l surface is larger than that of peaked profile ( Fig. 4.b ). 
The corresponding two dimensional plot of this eigenvector are shown in 
Fig. 5. Because these both plasmas is adjusted to have the same amount 
of /3pi, the squared parabolic pressure profile has the same contribution of 
the pressure driven term within the q = l surface as the peaked one has. 
However, the parabolic profile plasma has larger contribution of the pres
sure driven term from outside of the q = l surface by the mode coupling. 
Therefore, the total pressure driven component is larger than that of the 
peaked pressure profile, and the stability boundary of fa is lower than 
that of the peaked pressure profile. 

Next, we extend the study to the non-circular plasma. In the future 

tokamak, e.g. JT fiOU, the shape of the poloidal cross-section will be elon

gated and be made to have a week triangularity. Hence, it is important 

to examine the effect of the elongation and triangularity on the peaked 

pressure profile plasmas. A sequence of equilibria is examined with the 
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むか'en組 dcurrentむivenco:血 pon姐旬.Th回 eterms depend on the pres-

sure姐 dcurrent pro量les.Figure 4 shows co:凶rib凶 ionsof the pr田 sure

driven term， WB.必 L，組 d古hecurrent制 .ven古erm，WXINX， of the energy血，

tegral against the radial direction for both c阻むallypeaked姐 dsquared 

parabolic戸 悶ureprofiles with the 5回 .eq-profile ( qo = 0.9血 dq. = 3.5 ) 

and the same {Jpl (陶0.62). The contribution of也.ecurrent driven term on 

each. pressure pro:file plas皿舗 exhibitsthe same distribution because of 

the 5a皿eq-profile ( Fig. 4.e，f). In the pl錨 mawith the cent叫 lypeaked 

pressure profile， the contribution of th-e p.即時uredriven旬，rmis concen-

trated within the q=l surface ( Fig. 4.c )姐dthe sharp step-function like 

behaviour of Cr is evident ( Fig. 4.a). In the parabolic pr， 側 四 pro到.e，
七hecontribution of也.epressure driven term is distributed inside and out-

side出eq=l surface ( Fig. 4.d )組d古heamplitude of the eigenfunction 

outside the q=l surface is larger也姐也前 ofpeaked profile ( Fig. 4. b ). 

The corresponding two dimensional plot of this eigenvec志位置eshown恒

Fig. 5. Because也.eseboth pl掛皿舗 isadj凶 ed古ohave也esame amount 

of ゐ1，the squared parabolic pressure pro宣leh舗也.esame contribution of 

the pressure剖 venterm within也eq lsurtace嗣 也.epeaked one has. 

However， the parabolic profile plasma h剖 largercontrib凶ionof the pr'四-

sure driven term丘o皿 outsideof出eq=l surface by也.emode coupling. 

Therefore， the total pressure driven co皿，ponentis larger than th剖 ofthe

peaked pressure profile，祖d出.estability bound町 yof 恥 islower than 

that of the peaked pressure profile. 

Next， we e訪問.dthe stu.dy色othe non-circular plas皿a.In色hefuture 

tokamak， e.g. J↑.符OU，古heshape of the poloidal cross-section will be elon-

gated and be made to have a week tri組側arity.Hence， it is import組 S

to exa皿inethe effect of the elongation姐.dtri姐 gularityon the peaked 

pressure profile plas皿舗. A sequence of equilibria is examined with the 
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elongation varying from t = 1.0 to * = 1.8 while keeping the total current 

and the qa fixed. Triangularity is kept fixed to s = o or «= 0.25. Generally, 

the interna] kink mode is destabilized by the elongation and is stabilized 

by the triangularity[10]. Figure 6.a shows the limited value o£fa against 

the elongation with and without triangularity for the squared parabolic 

pressure profile plasma. The increase of elongation reduces the fa limit, 

while the stability is slightly improved by the triangularity. These results 

confirm the previous results[10]. For the centrally peaked pressure profile, 

the fa limit also decrease with the increase of the elongation. However, 

when the triangularity is added, a larger improvement of the stability 

boundary is obtained as shown in Fig. 6.b. Figure 7 shows contributions 

of the pressure driven term, RWt, and the current driven term, WKINK, 

for the corresponding pressure profiles in Fig. 6 ( * = 1.6 and * = 0.25 ). Each 

pressure profile has the same q0 of 0.95, the same n/<> of 0.33 and the same fa 
of « 0.45. In both types of plasma, the contribution of the pressure driven 

term becomes broad as the elongation increases ( Fig. 7.c,d ), compared 

with the circular one shown in Fig. 4. Especially in the parabolic pres

sure profile, the contribution of the pressure driven term largely spreads 

both inside and outside the q = l surface ( Fig. 7.d ) and the eigen func

tion is mixed by the higher modes ( Fig. 7.b ). The corresponding two 

dimensional plot of the eigenvector is shown in the squared parabolic 

pressure case ( Fig. 8.b ), where the vortex rotates around the magnetic 

axis with a convective feature. This figure shows that the contribution of 

the pressure driven term is larger due to the larger mode coupling than 

the peaked pressure profile case. Therefore, the squared parabolic pro

file plasma has lower critical fa boundary against the n = l internal kink 

mode. 
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elongation va.rying from .. = 1.0 to .. = 1.8 while kl偲 ping也etotal current 

組d也.e'10 fuced. Tri組gu1arityis kep世直xed古06=0or 6=0.25. G回 erally，
the intema1 kink mode is destabilized by也.eelongation組 dis stabilized 

by the凶姐伊larity[10].Figure 6.a sho'閑 thelimited value of 1191 ag副邸主

the elongation with姐 dwithout tri姐 .gularityfor the sqU世 edpa.mbolic 

pressure profile plas皿a.The incre部 eof elongation reduo四 the1J，1 1imi色，

while the stah出古yis slight1y improved by也e凶組gu1ari右手'四回er回叫.ts

COD加 theprevious results[lO]. For the centrally p叫 .edpressure profile， 
the sp1 limit also decrease with the旭町e回 eof the elongation. However， 
when the triangularity包 added，a larger i皿prove皿.eDtof the剖abi1ity

boun血ryis obtained剖 shownin Fig. 6.b. Fisure 7 shows contributions 

of the pressure driven加 皿，WSALL，姐.dthe cur目 前 driven色erm，WXINX， 

for也.ecorresponding抑制 lIeprofiles in Fig. 6 ( .. = 1.6組d6=0.25).E叫

pressure profile has the same '10 of 0.95， the S8皿 ef'J./a of 0.33組 d古hesa血 .e1J，1 

of同 0.45.In bothザpesofpI.掴ma，也econtribution of也.epre留 uredriven 

term becomes broad制官heelongation incre.組 es( Fig. 7.c，d )， compared 

with出.ecir<.:ular one ShOWD in Fig. 4. Especially in the parabolic pr回-

sure pro血e，the contribution of也.epre田町e制 venterm largely spreads 

both泊.side副 outside印刷 surl蹴(Fig. 7.d )祖dthe eigen func-

色ionis国 xedby the higher皿odes( Fig. 7. b ). The corresponding two 

a皿.ensionalplot of the eigenvector is shown in the squared p町 'abolic

pressure c蹴(Fig. 8.b )， where the vortex rotates around the magnetic 

axis with a convective feature. This figure shσws that也.eco:国ributionof 

the prcssureむiventerm is lar伊 due古othe larger mode coup1ing than. 

the peaked pressure profile c回 e.Therefore， the squ紅 edparabolic pro・

創eplasma has lower criticallJ，l bounl白ryagains古then= 1 internal kink 

mode. 
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4. ACCESS TO THE SECOND STABILITY 

In the previous papers based on the a scaling analysis [13], the second 
stability region of the n = l internal kink mode was theoretically demon
strated by the decrease of ?0. For the JT-60 operation regime, i.e., q, > 2.2 
and n/a < 0.45, the plasma can not access to the second stability region 
of the n = l internal kink mode, as shown in Fig. 3. The decrease of the 
jo by the <7-scaliag keeps the q-profile fixed and increases the minor ra
dius of the q = l surface. Thus, we try to Increase the minor radius of 
the q = l surface over the experimentally observed value. Figure 9 shows 
the stability boundary for the plasma with the large minor radius for 
n/a = 0.67,0.78. When the nfa becomes over the value o* 0.78, the stability 
region in the &!-& space drastically spreads without the small region near 
?0 = 0.9. According to the analysis of Crew and Ramos [9], the access to 
the second stability is caused by deepening the magnetic well due to the 
shift of the magnetic axis. Figure 10 shows the value of the shift of the 
axis in the &v - n/a plane. The plasma with the larger n/a has the larger 
shift of the magnetic axis for the same value of &r. Therefore, the plasma 
with large n/a is effective to access the second stability. 

In the present paper, the plasma with the centrally peaked pressure 

profile with high # p l and low fy, is considered, i.e., a high value of ^ / ^ 

represents the peaked pressure profile. The accessibility to the second 

stability region in the &i/& - r i / ° plane is examined, as shown in Fig. 11. 

When the ratio of /V//?, is small, the plasma can easily access to the 

second stability regime. This is because, when the /?, increase keeping 

the ratio of pfl/pf low, the magnetic well stabilization can become large 

before the pressure driven term within the q = l surface destabilizes the 

n = l internal kink mode. Therefore, the low fa/0, and the large n can 

easily access to the second stability region, so that the strongly peaked 
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represents也epeaked pressure profi1e. The accessibility色othe second 
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When出.eratio of .8，d (1， is small， the plasma c旭 e剖 ilyacc回 sto也e

second stab出.tyregime. This is bec副JBe， when出eゐincre，剖ekeep泊g

the ratio of fJ，dfJ， low，他emagnetic well s阻bilizationc組 become陶酔
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n=l interna1 kink mode. Therefore，也.elow恥/ゐ姐d也e凶 ge1'1 C組

e制 ilyacc回 sto the second 剖ab出.tyregion，卸 th抗 thestrongly peaked 
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one is not effective for the access to the second stability. 

5. DISCUSSION 

In the JT-60U tokamak, the pellet injection experiments will be also 
carried out to obtain the enhanced central parameter, n,0, r,0 and r„. How
ever, from the analysis of JT-60 pellet fuelled experiments[3], the peaked 
pressure within the q = l surface is limited by the internal kink mode. 
Thus, we discuss the critical fa in the typical configurations of JT-60U 
from the results of section 3. In JT-60U, the poloidal field coil system is 
designed to produce D-shape limiter and divertor plasmas with various 
plasma elongations[4]. The typical plasma configurations are shown in 
Fig. 12. In the elongated divertor mode, the plasma will have the high 
elongation ( k = 1.8 ) and no triangularity ( s = o ). The critical fa in the 
elongated divertor mode is reduced by one-third of the critical fa of the 
circular cross-section plasma. Therefore, the highly peaked pressure pro
file in the elongated divertor mode can not be produced even by a good 
pellet penetration and a high NB injection power. On the other hand, in 
the limiter mode ( * = 1.4 and s = 0.16) or the standard divertor mode ( t = 1.5 
and * = 0.19 ), the plasmas will have elongation and have not large positive 
triangularity. Therefore, the reduction of critical fa due to the elongation 
remained two-third of the critical fa of the circular cross-section plasma. 
And also, the peaked pressure profile plasma has the large improvement 
of the critical fa by adding the triangularity. Thus, in the limiter mode 
or the standard divertor mode, the relatively peaked pressure profile can 
be produced than that of the elongated divertor mode. Furthermore, if 
they can produce the slightly elongated plasma ( * w 1.5 ) with the larger 
triangularity ( s > 0.25 ), the strongly peaked pressure profile, which is 
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one is not effective for the acc開 S古othe second stability. 

5. DISCUSSION 

In the JT -60U tokamak，古hepell剖 injectionexperiments will be a1so 

carried out to ob凶 nthe enhanced centra1 parameter， n州 T.o組 dη.How-

ever，をomthe叫.ysisof JT剖 pelletfuelled叫 eriments[3]，the peaked 

pressure within the q=l sur白.ceis Jimited by the intema1 kink mode. 
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仕'Omthe results of section 3. In JT・60U，the poloidal field coil system is 
designed to produce D-shape limi官官組ddivertor plasmas with various 

plasma elongaむions[4J.The typical pl槌 maconfi伊胤ionsare shown in 

Fig. 12. In the elongated divertor皿ode，the plasma will have the high 

elongation ( k = 1.8 ) and no tri姐 gulari旬(6 = 0 ). The critical 11，.1担 the

elongated divertor mode is reduced by one-third of the critical ゐ1of也e

circular cross-section plas皿a.Therefore， the highly peaked pr，田surepro幅

削ein the elongated divertor mode c姐 notbe produced even by a good 

pellet penetration and a high NB injection power. On the other h姐.d， in 

the limiter mode ( A: = 1.4姐 d6 = 0.18 ) or the standard divertor mode ( A: = 凶

組 d6 = 0.19 )， the plas血部willhave elongation and have not large positive 

triangu1arity. Therefore， the reduction of critical Ppl due to the elongation 

remained two-third of the critical PPl of the circular crωs-section plasma. 

And also， the peaked pre田町epro血epl槌皿ahas the large impro刊 'me凶

of the critical恥 byadding出e古riangularity.Thus， in the limi胞rmode

or the st組 darddivc目ormode， the relatively peaked pressure profile can 

be produced出 組 曲.atof the elongated divertor mode. Furthermore， if 
they can produce the slightly elongated plasma ( k l1li 1.5 ) with the larger 

凶個別i加申(6 > 0.25 )，もhestrongly peaked pr畑町'eprofile， which is 
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same as the obtained plasma in the circular plasma of JT-60, will be 
obtained. 

6. SUMMARY 

The n = l internal kink stability for the plasma with strongly peaked 
pressure profile within the q= l surface is investigated, where the equi
librium is based on the experimentally observed plasma in JT-60 pellet 
fuelling experiments, i.e., the confinement inside the q = l surface was 
improved and that outside the q=l surface remained L-mode. The re
sults of the numerical study by means of ERATO-J code show that the 
plasma with peaked pressure profile has higher critical fa against the n = l 
internal kink mode than that of the squared parabolic profile. 

We extend the study from the base equilibria with the circular cross-

section to those with the non-circular one. The plasma with a peaked 

pressure profile has larger improvement due to the increase of triangular

ity than that with the squared parabolic pressure profile . In the future 

tokamak, e.g. JT-60U, with the elongated poloidal shape, therefore, a 

strongly peaked plasma can reduce the degradation of the fa limit by 

adding the triangularity. 

When rearranging the calculation results, the plasma with the peaked 

pressure profile, i.e., high value of fa/fa is preferable to increase the first 

stability boundary due to the week of the mode coupling, while the plasma 

with low value of fa/p, and the large n is preferable to access the second 

stability due to the large magnetic well. In the JT-60 operation regime of 

pellet injecting experiments, the fa/?, went up to about 2, and the minor 

radius of n(a could not be increased over ~ o.s. Consequently, the current 
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same舗 theob凶 nedpl舗 ma泊 the<:ircu1ar plasma of JT・60，will be 
obtained. 
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profile control is necessary to access the second stability regime. 
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Fig. 1 Pressure profile and q-profile 
for various surface q, which 
are based on the pellet 
fuelling experiments in JT-60. 
Broken line shows the squared 
parabolic pressure profile. 
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Fig. 2 q-profiles used for the qg-
scanning in the stability 
calculation. 
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Fig. 3 Comparison of critical Spi of the peaked pressure profile 
Cv-4.0, <5-»0.1, K-0.6; Solid line) with that of the squared 
parabolic pressure profile (Broken line). Above the each 
line, the n=l internal kink mode is unstable. 
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Fig. 2 

Pressure profile and q-profile 

for various surface q. which 
are based on the pellet 
fuelling experiments in JT-60. 
Broken line shows the squared 
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line. the n=l internal klnk mode Is unstable. 
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Fig. 4 Radial dependence of the normal displacement r£ r, the 
normalized pressure driven term Wg^LL a n ^ t n e normalized 
current driven term W^INK £° r t l l e peaked pressure profile 
((a),(c),(e)) and for the squared parabolic pressure one 
((b),(d),(f)). These plasmas correspond to those with 
qo*0-9. qs=3.5 and 6q:=0.63 in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4 Radial dependence of the norrnal displacernent r~r' the 
norrnalized pressure driven terrn WBALL and the norrnalized 
current driven terrn WKINK for the peaked pressure profile 
((a)，(c)，(e)) and for-~h~ squared parabolic pressure one 
((b).(d)，(f)). These pla~rnas correspond to those with 
qo.O.9， qs~3.5 and sqj祖 0.63in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 5 Displacement vector of the ̂ poloidal component for 
(a) the puaked pressure plasma and (b) the squared 
parabolic pressure one in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5 Displacem~nt vector of the;poloidal component for 
(a) the p~aked pressure plasma and (b) the squared 
parabolic pressure one in Fig. 4. 
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1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

Elongation 

Fig. 6.a Dependency of critical 8pi of the squared parabolic 
pressure profile on the elongation and triangularity. 
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Triangularity 
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Triangularity 
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Elongation 
Fig. 6.b Dependency of critical BPi of the peaked pressure 

profile (v-4.0, 5-0.1, K-0.6) on the elongation 
and triangularity. 
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Fig. 6.a Dependency of critical BPl of the squared parabolic 
pressure profile on the elongation aad triangularity. 
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Fig. 6.b Dependency of c;ritical BPl of the peaked pressure 
profile (v・4.0. o-O.l. K-0.6) on the elongation 
and triungularity. 
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Fig. 7 Radial dependence of the normal displacement r£ r, the 
normalized pressure driven terra Wg^LL a n d t n e normalized 
current driven term WgiNK t o r t n e P e a k e d pressure 
profile ((a),(c),(e)) and for the squared parabolic 
pressure one ((b),(d),(f)) in non-circular plasmas with 
k-1.6, 6-0.25, q0«0.95 and Bp,*0.45. 
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Fig. 7 Radial dependence of the normal displacement r~r' the 
normalized pressure driven term WBALL and the normalized 
current driven term WKINK for the peaked pressure 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 8 Displacement vector of the poloidal component for (a) 
the peaked pressure plasma and (b) the squared 
parabolic pressure one in Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 8 Displacement vector of the poloidal component for (a) 
the peaked pressure plasma and (b) the squared 
parabolic pressure one in Fig. 7. 
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9 Stability boundary on the BPi - qo plane for the 
different rj values, i.e., ri/a=0.78, 6pi/8p= 
0.45 and r i/a=0.67, ep!/6p=0.75. 

/JS P = 0.5 , q 0=0.8 

10 Contour of the axis shift for the q=l surface 
when q0=0.8, qs=2.2 and Bpi/Bp-0.5. The shift 
is given by R a xis~ Rc> where R c is the geometric 
center of the q=l surface. 
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Fig. 9 Stability boundary on the sPl -qo plane for the 
different rj values， i.e.， rl/a=O.78，日Pj/sp=
0.45 and rj/a=0.67，日Pj/sp=0.75.
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Fig. 10 Contour of the axis shift for the q=l surface 
when qo=0.8， qs=2.2 and ßPj/ßp~0.5. The shift 
is g1ven by Raxis-Rc， where Rc 1s the geornetric 
center of the q=l surface. 
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Fig. 11 Dependence of Bpj/Sp and rj/a on the access 
to the second stability regime. 
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Fig. 12 Typical equilibria in JT-60U; Limiter mode (k=1.4, 6=0.16), Standard divertor 
mode (k=1.5, 6=0.19), Elongated divertor mode (k=1.8, 6=0) 
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